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SP Full Co-Design (gear ratios + link geometry)
• reduced the task-completion time and energy use
• produced a 30% lighter robot overall

Co-Design of a Manipulator

Compared to conventional TO, SP Co-Design provides:
• less torque and shorter time to complete tasks
• 78% CPU-time reduction
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Introduction
Motivation
• Versatility drives the use of robots on the assembly

line and in other applications
• Balancing performance across scenarios is a main

challenge to design

Contribution [1]
• Co-design framework that considers multiple tasks

and environments (scenarios) at design time
• Extends existing formulations for a single scenario

Approach: Combine stochastic programming (SP) with 
trajectory optimization (TO) to address the scalability of 
multi-scenario co-design problems

SP Co-Design Formulation
Optimal control problem (OCP) for co-design problem
with a single scenario 𝜉

Co-design problem considering 𝑁! scenarios 𝜉", … , 𝜉#!

𝑝 𝜉$ : [Probability of realization of scenario ξ%]

Comparison considered between:
• Sequential Co-Design: State-of-the-art TO
• SP Fixed Design: Fixed morphology parameters
• SP Co-Design: Morphology concurrently optimized

Conclusions and Future Work
§ The proposed SP Co-design framework
• treats uncertainty in the task/environment at design

time through a two-stage optimization formulation
• builds design versatility into the formulation
• improves solution times and scalability

§ Implementing risk measures and reducing
computational challenge of hybrid formulations
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to reduce the effort and resources required to design robots.
Automated and interactive strategies have been proposed for
reducing the domain knowledge required for design [7], [8].
Similar methods have been applied to co-design of hardware
and software from high-level specifications (e.g., running speed,
jump height, gait pattern) [9], [10]. Such automated frameworks
support the design process by reducing the number of design
iterations and the time required to produce and test a complete
system. Although these strategies could likely help designers
understand conflicting design pressures when robots need to
perform multiple tasks, existing automated methods have not
yet considered trade-offs across tasks.

A trend for robot co-design has been applying TO for a
single task with motion and morphology parameters as opti-
mization variables. This approach has been successfully applied
to identify optimal designs for parallel and series elastic legged
robots [11], [12]. In such cases, gear ratios of motors and
stiffness parameters of springs were considered as free decision
variables, and the co-design strategy selected the best design by
minimizing the total cost of transport (i.e., energy consumed
normalized by weight times distance traveled). TO has also
been applied as part of a task-based optimal design framework
for manipulators [13], [14], with the goal of shaping a desired
workspace while avoiding singularities. Toward a different goal,
Mombaur [15] used co-design and TO to design self-stable
human-like running, demonstrating the potential of co-design
and optimization to produce robust robots. As a common feature,
this prior work in co-design has focused on design for a single
scenario.

Other approaches to support the robot design process include
methods relying on parametric TO [5] and sensitivity analy-
sis to establish a direct relationship between morphology and
control parameters [3]. Both approaches demonstrate that by
co-optimizing morphology and control parameters, actuation
requirements can be significantly reduced for a single scenario.
These promising results motivate the study of using TO and SP
for multiple scenarios in this letter.

B. Contribution

The contribution of this work is a robot co-design framework
that produces a versatile design by considering multiple tasks
and environments during the co-design process. A key feature
of the approach is the formulation of a co-design problem
through stochastic programming (SP). The SP approach largely
decouples the scenarios and provides advantages in terms of
computation time and scalability. The results show faster and
more energetically efficient trajectories when compared to cases
with the morphology parameters fixed or when the multiple
tasks are considered sequentially as part of a single multi-phase
optimal control problem. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this work represents the first time SP has been studied for
co-design.

SP is distinctly different from non-gradient stochastic opti-
mization (SO) strategies such as genetic algorithms. SO applies
randomization in the iteration procedure for a deterministic cost.
By contrast, SP applies deterministic algorithms to solve an

Fig. 1. SP co-design process for a robotic manipulator transporting different
loads and a monopod robot jumping across different terrains. Morphology
decisions are made at stage one and control decisions at stage two.

optimization problem where the cost function considers uncer-
tainty. In the co-design approach here, the likelihood of a robot
facing each scenario is captured as uncertainty at design time.
A probability weight added to a scenario accounts for its rate of
occurrence in a multi-scenario setting. This perspective enables
the use of a SP formulation and associated solution methods to
treat the versatile co-design problem.

The remainder of the letter is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of SP and describes the new co-design
formulation based upon it. Section III presents the main results,
shown on a mass-spring-damper system (MSDS), a planar ma-
nipulator transporting a range of loads, and a two-link monopod
jumping across a range of terrains (Fig. 1). Section IV provides
conclusions and discusses future work.

II. STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING CO-DESIGN FORMULATION

To begin, consider the co-design problem for a single scenario.
It is assumed that each possible scenario can be parameterized
by a vector ξ ∈ Rs. A single co-design problem is posed as an
optimal control problem (OCP)

minimize
x(·),u(·),ρ

Vξ(x(·),u(·),ρ), (1)

subject toẋ(t) = f(t,x(t),u(t),ρ), (2)

hξ(t,x(t),u(t),ρ) ≤ 0, (3)

gξ(t0 , tf ,x(t0 ),x(tf ),ρ) ≤ 0, (4)

with decision variables that include state and control trajectories,
x(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ Rm, initial and final times, t0 and tf , and
design parameters ρ. Eq. (1) describes a cost functional Vξ(·),
(2) represents dynamics constraints, (3) path constraints, and (4)
describes boundary constraints.
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The cost function is expressed in standard form as

V⇠(x(·),u(·),⇢) = `⇠,f (x(tf ),⇢)

+

Z tf

t0

`⇠(⌧,x(⌧),u(⌧),⇢)d⌧, (9)

V (x(·),u(·),⇢) = `⇠,f (x(tf ),⇢)

+

Z tf

t0

` (⌧,x(⌧),u(⌧) )d⌧, (10)

,⇢ ⇠
,⇢ ⇠
V (·)
V⇠(·)
where the terminal cost, `⇠,f (·), and the running cost, `⇠(·),

are user specified and may depend on the task parameters ⇠.
Direct collocation [16]–[18] is applied to transcribe the TO

problem (5) into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP).
Using direct collocation, a trajectory is divided into spline
segments, known as finite elements, and the final solution is
approximated by enforcing the constraints at specific collo-
cation points within each element. Similar formulations have
been proposed for co-design (e.g., [11], [12]) demonstrating
viability of the approach for single-task optimization.

A. Multiple Tasks via Stochastic Programming

This section poses a co-design problem as an instance of
a two-stage SP problem [6]. Co-design for multiple tasks
naturally involves different stages of decisions. At the first
stage, even before the robot’s task/environment is known (e.g.,
walking vs. jumping), a decision has to be made about the
physical parameters of the robot (e.g., the mass and length of
its limbs, or the gear ratios for its actuators). At the second
stage, a control decision must be made, but can be tailored
to the task. For instance, periodic inputs might be applied
to generate an efficient walking gait, while an aperiodic
input might be given for an abrupt jump. The cost of these
second-stage decisions is linked to decisions at the first-stage,
introducing coupling across multiple scenarios.

SP formulations [6] and tailored solutions strategies have
been developed to handle multi-stage formulations, where
the optimal first-stage decisions are those that minimize the
average cost of the best second-stage decisions. Multi-stage
SP relies on mathematical programming and probability theory
to pose and solve sequential decision-making problems under
uncertainty [19]. In contrast to SP, non-gradient SO includes
randomness in the search procedure.

Consider a set ⌅ ⇢ Rs that provides a parametric represen-
tation of the potential Ns scenarios that a robot could face. For
example, if the robot needs to climb various inclines and also
to jump obstacles of different heights (as in Fig. 1), ⌅ would be
a subset of R2, and each ⇠ 2 ⌅ ⇢ R2 would encode the slope
and the obstacle height of the scenario. Design parameters
⇢ are optimized for Ns scenarios ⇠1, ..., ⇠Ns, along with

individual state x1(t), ...,xNs(t) and control u1(t), ...,uNs(t)
trajectories to minimize an overall expected cost

minimize
⇢,{xi(·),ui(·)}

NsX

i=1

p(⇠i)V⇠i(xi(·),ui(·),⇢), (11)

subject to the constraints (6)-(8) for each scenario, where
p(⇠i) 2 [0, 1] is the probability of realization of the scenario
encoded by ⇠i. Monte Carlo sampling (from any distribution,
e.g., Gaussian, Bernoulli, Uniform) and sparse grids can be
used to generate scenarios for SP [20].

In solving (11), although computational requirements per
iteration scale polynomially in the number of variables, sparse
coupling across scenarios from commonality in the first-stage
decision variables accelerates the solution [21].

B. Dynamic Models: Continuous Dynamics
The dynamic equations in (6) consider planar rigid-body

dynamics for each system studied here. Consider the floating-
base monopod in Fig. 1. The state x(t) = [q>, q̇>]> contains
the configuration q 2 Rn+3 with 3 degrees of freedom (DoFs)
for the floating base, and n DoFs for the actuated joints. The
dynamics takes the standard form

H(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + ⌧ g = S
>
⌧ + J

>
c fc, (12)

where H 2 R(3+n)⇥(3+n) is the joint-space inertia matrix,
C 2 R(3+n)⇥(3+n) is the Coriolis and centrifugal terms, and
⌧ g 2 R(3+n) and ⌧ 2 Rn denote generalized gravitational and
actuator forces, respectively. Moreover, S 2 R(3+n)⇥n maps
actuator torques to generalized forces, and fc 2 R2 contains
external forces with contact Jacobian Jc 2 R2⇥(3+n). The
dynamics is enforced within the NLP by replicating the steps
of the Recursive Newton Euler Algorithm (RNEA) [22].

C. Model Dynamics: Multi-Phase Formulation
To treat hybrid effects for the monopod robot, the TO

is further broken into motion phases based on the contact
configuration. At transitions between these phases, a modified
RNEA-like strategy is used to enforce impulse dynamics due
to contact events. To do so, the RNEA forward and backward
passes are modified assuming inelastic collisions at a contact
point between one foot and the ground.

From the dynamics (12), the net impulse over the interval
�t = t+� t� can be addressed by considering the integration
Z t+

t�
[H(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + ⌧ g] dt =

Z t+

t�

⇥
S

>
⌧ + J

>
c fc

⇤
dt,

(13)
where t� and t+ denote the time just before and after impact.
From (13), for an infinitesimal time interval, the net change
in generalized momentum is given by

H(q)
⇥
q̇
+ � q̇

�⇤ = H(q)�q̇ = J
>
c f̂ c, (14)

where f̂ c is the impulse force due to impact, and q̇
� and q̇

+

are velocities just before and after impact, respectively.
Having H =

Pn
i=1 J

>
i IiJi substituted into (14) produces

nX

i=1

J
>
i Ii�vi = J

>
c f̂ c, (15)

Planar Monopod Robot

10

SP Full Co-Design
• Designed robot is 

faster and requires 
less energy.

• Designed robot is 
30% lighter overall.

[10x slow-motion video]
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TABLE III
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR JUMPING TASKS WITH A MONOPOD ROBOT. (15 FINITE ELEMENTS PER PHASE, 4 COLLOCATION POINTS PER ELEMENT)

C. Planar Monopod Robot

The final co-design problem considers a planar monopod. The

robot model has four DoFs q =
!
xbase, ybase, φ1 φ2

"⊤
, and is

actuated by two gearbox motors (see Fig. 1). The total mass was
preliminarily set to 2.0 [kg], without counting the mass added
by the motors and gearboxes. The lengths of the links were also
preliminarily set to 0.45 [m] for the thigh and 0.55 [m] for the
shin. This model exhibits the main difficulties of legged robots
(i.e., nonlinear dynamics and contact switching). Such difficul-
ties pose an additional challenge for the SP framework since
each scenario is connected to a multi-phase OCP. Nevertheless,
the SP formulation still reduces the computational effort.

The co-design problem is stated as follows: Find the combi-
nation of motor gear ratios Ni and torque inputs τi(t) for the
robot to jump forward at least 0.3 [m] with the least energy
consumption over a variety of terrains. The objective function
(14) was set with weights wv , wa, wf of 0.5, 0.0, and 0.1,
respectively. Inequality constraints included: |φ1| ≤ 7π/8[rad],
|φ2| ≤ 3π/4[rad], |τi| ≤ 200[N ·m], and Ni ≥ 1 .0. For each
scenario, problem (1) was treated more generally as a multi-
phase OCP with contact sequence: (P1) stance, (P1−→P2) impact,
and (P2) flight.

Three SP design frameworks were tested: (SP Fixed Design)
not optimizing morphology parameters, (SP Partial Co-Design)
optimizing gear ratios only, and (SP Full Co-Design) optimizing
gear ratios and the mass and length of the links. The opti-
mization was run for three jumping scenarios: (S1) over flat
terrain, (S2) onto a stair (height = 0.1 [m]), and (S3) onto an
inclined terrain (slope = 25%). Foot contact constraints were
enforced using a Coulomb-friction model for constraints on the
tangential forceFt and normal forceFN ≥ 0.0 [N] according to
|Ft| ≤ µFN . The friction coefficient µ was specified according
to a Gaussian distribution µ(ξ) ∼N (0.7 , 0.05). Designs were
required to jump at least 0.3 [m], while there were no constraints
on the height. In the full co-design formulation, the mass was
constrained based on link length using the density of aluminum
and assumed fixed geometric dimensions perpendicular to the
length.

Results for the SP Partial Co-Design framework are plotted
in Fig. 6. Overall, the highest energy consumption occurs for
the scenario of jumping onto a stair. Table III summarizes the
results for the three design frameworks. To produce results for
the SP fixed-design framework, gear ratios were found from
co-optimization for the first scenario alone. When using this
fixed design for the three scenarios, the optimization solution

Fig. 6. Performance of monopod robot for three jumping scenarios. The
dashed lines mark the transition from stance to flight. The plots show: (Top)
body height, (second from top) foot height, (third from top) knee-joint torque,
(bottom) total energy energy required.

Fig. 7. Co-design of a monopod robot jumping onto a stair. Results in green
portray the case when the mass and length of the links are optimized in
combination to the motor gear ratios and motor inputs: (top) foot height, (bottom)
electrical energy. Dashed lines mark phase transitions.

took almost twice as long as with design flexibility using
SP Partial Co-Design. Fig. 7 compares results from the three
SP design frameworks for the second scenario only. As more
morphological parameters were optimized through co-design,
energy use or/and performance (i.e., task completion time) were
improved. To illustrate, SP Partial Co-Design improves energy
use only, while task-completion time remains similar as with
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four degrees of freedom q =
⇥
xbase, ybase, �1 �2

⇤>, and is
actuated by two gearbox motors (see Fig.1). The total mass
was preliminary set to 2.0 kg, without counting the mass
added by the motors and gearboxes. The lengths of the links
were also preliminary set to 0.45 m for the thigh and 0.55 m
for the shin. The co-design problem is stated as follows: Find
the best combination of motor gear ratios, Ni, and torque
inputs, ⌧ i, required for the robot to jump forward at least
0.3m with the least consumption of energy. This problem
is referred to as a SP partial co-design problem, whereas a
SP full co-design problem will consider also optimizing the
mass and length of the links.

The objective function (13) was considered with weights
wv , wa, wf of 0.5, 0.0, and 0.1, respectively. The manipulator
dynamics constraints were specified using the RNEA, while
Algorithm 1 was used to constrain the impulse dynamics
due to the contact of the foot with the ground. For each
scenario, the problem (1) was considered more generally
as a multiphase OC problem with a contact sequence: (P1)
flight, (P1�!P2) impact, (P2) stance. This monopod model
exhibits the main difficulties of legged robots, including
nonlinear dynamics and contact switching. Such difficulties
pose an additional challenge for the SP framework since
the multiphase OCP needs to be solved for each scenario.
Nonetheless, if multiple scenarios are considered, the SP
formulation still decouples the problem so that computational
effort is reduced.

The co-design optimization was run for three jumping
scenarios: (S1) over flat terrain, (S2) onto a stair (height = 0.1
m), and (S3) onto an inclined terrain (slope = 10%). Foot
contact constraints were enforced considering a Coulomb-
friction model for constraints on the tangential force Ft and
normal force FN according to |Ft|  µFN . The probability
of the friction coefficient µ was specified according to a
Gaussian probability µ(⇠) ⇠ N (0.7, 0.05). Designs were
required to jump at least 0.3m, while there were no con-
straints on the height. The results obtained are plotted in
Fig. 6. Overall, the highest energy consumption takes place
for the stair scenario.

The results of the co-design process are summarized in
Table III. To verify the advantage of using a co-design
framework, the co-design was run for the second scenario
alone, and optimized gear ratios were used to create a fixed
design for multi-task comparison. Using the fixed design for
the three scenarios proposed, the solution took almost twice
as long as with design flexibility, which further supports the

Fig. 6. Performance of monopod robot: (Top) y-body position, (second
from top) y-foot position, (third from top) knee-joint torque, (bottom) total
energy energy required. The dashed lines mark the phase transition.

implementation of co-design using SP.
Figure 7 compares the results from fixed-design, partial

co-design, and full co-design implementations for the second
scenario only. Overall, the design from the full co-design
implementation is faster and requires less electrical energy.
Although mass and link length are free variables in this
formulation, mass is constrained based on link length us-
ing the density of aluminum and assumed fixed geometric
dimensions perpendicular to the lengths. Including the mass
and length of the links in the optimization results in a design
that is 30% lighter overall, with ⇡ 60% and ⇡ 40% reduction
in the mass and length of the links, respectively. The optimal
thigh-shin ratios for the mass (mthigh/mshin) and the length
(lthigh/lshin) of the links turned to be equal to 1.0, which
approximates values (1.17 and 1.31) reported for two-link
legged quadruped walking [2].

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a co-design framework that
builds the requirement of design versatility into the prob-
lem formulation. This approach is enabled by the use of
stochastic programming, which treats uncertainty in the

TABLE III
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR JUMPING TASKS WITH A MONOPOD ROBOT. (15 FINITE ELEMENTS PER PHASE, 5 COLLOCATION POINTS PER ELEMENT.)

Problem

Morphology Motion-Control
IPOPT

Thigh-Shin Ratios Gear Ratios Max. Torque [N]

Length Mass N1 N2 ⌧1 ⌧2 Variables CPU Time [s] Weighted Avg. Cost

SP Fixed Design 0.82 0.67 14.63 22.29 79.19 101.92 35,183 496.963 47.99
SP Partial Co-Design 0.82 0.67 13.74 17.37 71.04 111.26 35,195 262.567 46.40

Gear Ratios Only
SP Full Co-Design 1.00 1.00 10.64 13.27 62.12 97.02 35,211 493.381 32.74

Links and Gear Ratios

Task: Jumping onto a stair
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TABLE II
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR

By contrast to the sequential method, the SP formulation
introduces additional sparsity to the problem by not connecting
each scenario trajectory to one another. Compared to a sequential
co-design strategy, even if the trajectories are not connected in
a multi-phase formulation but are solved as part of a monolithic
optimization problem, the SP formulation provides equal design
flexibility and shows to be more efficient. The SP solution is
carried out by PySP [25] in Pyomo [23].

Results for the robotic manipulator are summarized in Ta-
ble II. The results point to a 78% computation-time reduction
when using SP Co-Design rather than the sequential formu-
lation. For the 3-task experiments, 10 finite elements and 7
collocation points were used. Beyond this limit, the sequential
formulation became intractable, with high iteration times (up to
71 seconds per iteration when using 20 finite elements and 5
collocation points). This result showcases the benefit of the SP
formulation for scalability to find higher accuracy solutions, and
to handle more scenarios.

According to Table II, the design obtained using SP Co-
Design used smaller gear ratios and required smaller torques
than either the fixed design or the design from the sequential
formulation. Moreover, design flexibility due to co-design led
to smaller CPU times compared to a fixed-design strategy. In
terms of performance, SP Co-Design produced the fastest and
the best overall design. To support the results in Table II, Fig. 4
shows joint-angle, joint-torque, and electrical-energy profiles for
the three tasks with the 2-link manipulator. In general, the SP
formulation found faster profiles (≈50% overall time reduction),
which led to less energy expenditure. It is noted how the sequen-
tial formulation reaches the lower torque limit (−100 [N·m]) to
complete the second task, which signals a nonsmooth behavior
compared to the SP results.

To further test scalability, the co-design problem was solved
for the manipulator performing the same three tasks but with a
varying number of links. A fixed total mass (5.84 [kg] including
links and motors) and total length (1 [m]) was imposed, matching
the totals for the previous 2-link manipulator. Mass and length
were evenly distributed for each link, and the joint angles for the
second and third tasks were assigned so that the links formed the
upper half of a regular polygon. Fig. 5 provides the computation
time and the time per iteration from the co-design problem
solved using IPOPT and the SP framework. As a highlight,
the 3-task co-design problem for a 16-DoF manipulator was
solved at 2.02 seconds per iteration, while using the sequential

Fig. 4. Two-link manipulator performing 3 consecutive tasks as depicted by
the drawings above the legend. The dotted lines mark the task-completion time.
The plots show: (top) joint angle and (middle) torque at second/elbow joint,
(bottom) total electrical energy required.

Fig. 5. SP-framework Scalability: IPOPT CPU time and time per iteration for
an n-link robotic manipulator performing three load-transportation tasks.

formulation, the co-design problem could not be solved with
more than 3 links. The results in Fig. 5 support future use of SP
for co-design of systems such as industrial manipulators (≈7
DoFs) or quadruped robots (≈12 actuated DoFs). For compar-
ison, the state of the art reports co-design implementations [3]
for a single task with a 3-DoF manipulator and a quadruped
(14 actuated DoFs) with iteration times of 1.5 and 32.1 seconds
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Two-link manipulator: Colormaps relating distance traveled and
carried load to (left) task time, (center) electrical energy, (right) scenario
probability. Results for 64 scenarios.

By contrast to the sequential co-design method, the SP
formulation introduces additional sparsity to the problem
by not connecting each scenario trajectory to one another.
Compared to the sequential co-design strategy, even if the
trajectories are not connected in a multi-phase formulation but
are solved as part of a monolithic optimization problem, the
SP formulation provides equal design flexibility and shows
to be more efficient. The SP solution is carried out by PySP
[25] in Pyomo [23]. PySP applies decomposition algorithms
(e.g., [27]) that add efficiency to the solution by exploiting the
structure of the problem.

Results for the robotic manipulator are summarized in Table
II. The results point to a 78% computation-time reduction
when using SP Co-Design rather than the sequential formu-
lation. For the 3-task experiments, 10 finite elements and 7
collocation points were used. Beyond this limit, the sequential
formulation became intractable, with high iteration times (up
to 71 seconds per iteration when using 20 finite elements and 5
collocation points). This result showcases the benefit of the SP

formulation for scalability to find higher accuracy solutions,
and to handle more scenarios.

According to Table II, the design obtained using SP Co-
Design used smaller gear ratios and required smaller torques
than either the fixed design or the design from the sequential
formulation. Moreover, design flexibility due to co-design led
to smaller CPU times compared to a fixed-design strategy.
In terms of performance, SP Co-Design produced the fastest
and the best overall design. To support the results in Table II,
Fig. 4 shows joint-angle, joint-torque, and electrical-energy
profiles for the 3 tasks with the 2-link manipulator. In general,
the SP formulation found faster profiles (⇡ 50% overall time
reduction), which led to less energy expenditure. It is noted
how the sequential formulation reaches the lower torque limit
(-100 [N·m]) to complete the second task, which signals a
nonsmooth behavior compared to the SP results.

To further test scalability, we solved the co-design problem
for the manipulator performing the same three tasks but with
a higher number of links. We assumed constant mass (5.84
[kg] including links and motors) and length (1 [m]) budgets,
equaling the configuration of the 2-link manipulator. Mass and
length were evenly distributed for each link, and the joint
angles for the second and third tasks were assigned so that the
system forms a semi polygon with number of sides equal to
two times the number of links. Fig. 5 provides the computation
time and the time per iteration from the co-design problem
solved using IPOPT and the SP framework. As a highlight,
the 3-task co-design problem for a 16-DoF manipulator was
solved at 2.02 seconds per iteration, while using the sequential
formulation, we were not able to solve the co-design problem
with more than 3 links. The results in Fig. 5 support the future
use of the SP framework for co-design of systems such as
industrial manipulators (⇡7 DoFs) or quadruped robots (⇡12
actuated DoFs). For comparison, the state of the art reports
co-design implementations [3] for a single task with a 3-DoF

TABLE II
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR.

Problem

Morphology Motion-Control IPOPT

Gear Ratios Max. Torque [N·m] Variables CPU Time [s] Non-Weighted Cost

N1 N2 ⌧1 ⌧2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Sequential Co-Design 3 Tasks 13.20 6.56 86.94 100.00 12,789 121.65 12,818.05 9,473.56 11,357.74
SP Fixed Design 3 Tasks 15.44 17.36 86.00 9.28 13,211 136.63 733.53 238.14 631.71

SP Co-Design 3 Tasks 12.77 9.45 45.03 9.89 13,217 26.30 742.36 173.35 441.32
Weighted Avg. Cost

SP Co-Design 64 Tasks 15.78 10.23 21.23 32.27 301,762 4,738.58 638.98

TABLE III
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR.

Problem
Peak Torque [N·m] IPOPT

⌧1 ⌧2 Variables CPU Time [s]

Sequential Co-Design 3 Tasks 86.94 100.00 12,789 121.65
SP Fixed Design 3 Tasks 86.00 9.28 13,211 136.63

SP Co-Design 3 Tasks 45.03 9.89 13,217 26.30

3 Consecutive Tasks
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By contrast to the sequential method, the SP formulation
introduces additional sparsity to the problem by not connect-
ing each scenario trajectory to one another. Compared to a
sequential co-design strategy, even if the trajectories are not
connected in a multi-phase formulation but are solved as part
of a monolithic optimization problem, the SP formulation pro-
vides equal design flexibility and shows to be more efficient.
The SP solution is carried out by PySP [25] in Pyomo [23].
PySP applies decomposition algorithms (e.g., [27]) that enable
efficient solution by exploiting the problem structure.

Results for the robotic manipulator are summarized in
Table II. The results point to a 78% computation-time re-
duction when using SP Co-Design rather than the sequential
formulation. For the 3-task experiments, 10 finite elements
and 7 collocation points were used. Beyond this limit, the
sequential formulation became intractable, with high iteration
times (up to 71 seconds per iteration when using 20 finite
elements and 5 collocation points). This result showcases the
benefit of the SP formulation for scalability to find higher
accuracy solutions, and to handle more scenarios.

According to Table II, the design obtained using SP Co-
Design used smaller gear ratios and required smaller torques
than either the fixed design or the design from the sequential
formulation. Moreover, design flexibility due to co-design led
to smaller CPU times compared to a fixed-design strategy. In
terms of performance, SP Co-Design produced the fastest and
the best overall design. To support the results in Table II, Fig. 4
shows joint-angle, joint-torque, and electrical-energy profiles
for the three tasks with the 2-link manipulator. In general,
the SP formulation found faster profiles (⇡ 50% overall time
reduction), which led to less energy expenditure. It is noted
how the sequential formulation reaches the lower torque limit
(-100 [N·m]) to complete the second task, which signals a
nonsmooth behavior compared to the SP results.

To further test scalability, the co-design problem was solved
for the manipulator performing the same three tasks but with
a varying number of links. A fixed total mass (5.84 [kg]
including links and motors) and total length (1 [m]) was im-
posed, matching the totals for the previous 2-link manipulator.
Mass and length were evenly distributed for each link, and
the joint angles for the second and third tasks were assigned
so that the links formed the upper half of a regular polygon.
Fig. 5 provides the computation time and the time per iteration
from the co-design problem solved using IPOPT and the SP
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Fig. 4. Two-link manipulator performing 3 consecutive tasks as depicted by
the drawings above the legend. The dotted lines mark the task-completion
time. The plots show: (top) joint angle and (middle) torque at second/elbow
joint, (bottom) total electrical energy required.
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Fig. 5. SP-framework Scalability: IPOPT CPU time and time per iteration
for an n-link robotic manipulator performing three load-transportation tasks.

framework. As a highlight, the 3-task co-design problem for a
16-DoF manipulator was solved at 2.02 seconds per iteration,
while using the sequential formulation, the co-design problem
could not be solved with more than 3 links. The results in
Fig. 5 support future use of SP for co-design of systems such
as industrial manipulators (⇡7 DoFs) or quadruped robots
(⇡12 actuated DoFs). For comparison, the state of the art
reports co-design implementations [3] for a single task with a
3-DoF manipulator and a quadruped (14 DoFs) with iteration
times of 1.5 and 32.1 seconds respectively.

TABLE II
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR.

Problem

Morphology Motion-Control IPOPT

Gear Ratios Max. Torque [N·m] Variables CPU Time [s] Non-Weighted Cost

N1 N2 ⌧1 ⌧2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Sequential Co-Design 3 Tasks 13.20 6.56 86.94 100.00 12,789 121.65 12,818.05 9,473.56 11,357.74
SP Fixed Design 3 Tasks 15.44 17.36 86.00 9.28 13,211 136.63 733.53 238.14 631.71

SP Co-Design 3 Tasks 12.77 9.45 45.03 9.89 13,217 26.30 742.36 173.35 441.32
Weighted Avg. Cost

SP Co-Design 64 Tasks 15.78 10.23 21.23 32.27 301,762 4,738.58 638.98

SP co-design achieves a 78% CPU-time reduction compared to conventional TO.
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TABLE II
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR

By contrast to the sequential method, the SP formulation
introduces additional sparsity to the problem by not connecting
each scenario trajectory to one another. Compared to a sequential
co-design strategy, even if the trajectories are not connected in
a multi-phase formulation but are solved as part of a monolithic
optimization problem, the SP formulation provides equal design
flexibility and shows to be more efficient. The SP solution is
carried out by PySP [25] in Pyomo [23].

Results for the robotic manipulator are summarized in Ta-
ble II. The results point to a 78% computation-time reduction
when using SP Co-Design rather than the sequential formu-
lation. For the 3-task experiments, 10 finite elements and 7
collocation points were used. Beyond this limit, the sequential
formulation became intractable, with high iteration times (up to
71 seconds per iteration when using 20 finite elements and 5
collocation points). This result showcases the benefit of the SP
formulation for scalability to find higher accuracy solutions, and
to handle more scenarios.

According to Table II, the design obtained using SP Co-
Design used smaller gear ratios and required smaller torques
than either the fixed design or the design from the sequential
formulation. Moreover, design flexibility due to co-design led
to smaller CPU times compared to a fixed-design strategy. In
terms of performance, SP Co-Design produced the fastest and
the best overall design. To support the results in Table II, Fig. 4
shows joint-angle, joint-torque, and electrical-energy profiles for
the three tasks with the 2-link manipulator. In general, the SP
formulation found faster profiles (≈50% overall time reduction),
which led to less energy expenditure. It is noted how the sequen-
tial formulation reaches the lower torque limit (−100 [N·m]) to
complete the second task, which signals a nonsmooth behavior
compared to the SP results.

To further test scalability, the co-design problem was solved
for the manipulator performing the same three tasks but with a
varying number of links. A fixed total mass (5.84 [kg] including
links and motors) and total length (1 [m]) was imposed, matching
the totals for the previous 2-link manipulator. Mass and length
were evenly distributed for each link, and the joint angles for the
second and third tasks were assigned so that the links formed the
upper half of a regular polygon. Fig. 5 provides the computation
time and the time per iteration from the co-design problem
solved using IPOPT and the SP framework. As a highlight,
the 3-task co-design problem for a 16-DoF manipulator was
solved at 2.02 seconds per iteration, while using the sequential

Fig. 4. Two-link manipulator performing 3 consecutive tasks as depicted by
the drawings above the legend. The dotted lines mark the task-completion time.
The plots show: (top) joint angle and (middle) torque at second/elbow joint,
(bottom) total electrical energy required.

Fig. 5. SP-framework Scalability: IPOPT CPU time and time per iteration for
an n-link robotic manipulator performing three load-transportation tasks.

formulation, the co-design problem could not be solved with
more than 3 links. The results in Fig. 5 support future use of SP
for co-design of systems such as industrial manipulators (≈7
DoFs) or quadruped robots (≈12 actuated DoFs). For compar-
ison, the state of the art reports co-design implementations [3]
for a single task with a 3-DoF manipulator and a quadruped
(14 actuated DoFs) with iteration times of 1.5 and 32.1 seconds
respectively.
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Dotted lines mark the task transitions

Scalability N-link manipulator
Three consecutive load-transportation tasks:
• SP Co-Design: 16-DoF – 2.02 sec. / iteration
• State of the art:  3-DoF – 1.5 sec. / iteration, 14 

actuated DoFs – 32.1 sec. / iteration [2]
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By contrast to the sequential method, the SP formulation
introduces additional sparsity to the problem by not connect-
ing each scenario trajectory to one another. Compared to a
sequential co-design strategy, even if the trajectories are not
connected in a multi-phase formulation but are solved as part
of a monolithic optimization problem, the SP formulation pro-
vides equal design flexibility and shows to be more efficient.
The SP solution is carried out by PySP [25] in Pyomo [23].
PySP applies decomposition algorithms (e.g., [27]) that enable
efficient solution by exploiting the problem structure.

Results for the robotic manipulator are summarized in
Table II. The results point to a 78% computation-time re-
duction when using SP Co-Design rather than the sequential
formulation. For the 3-task experiments, 10 finite elements
and 7 collocation points were used. Beyond this limit, the
sequential formulation became intractable, with high iteration
times (up to 71 seconds per iteration when using 20 finite
elements and 5 collocation points). This result showcases the
benefit of the SP formulation for scalability to find higher
accuracy solutions, and to handle more scenarios.

According to Table II, the design obtained using SP Co-
Design used smaller gear ratios and required smaller torques
than either the fixed design or the design from the sequential
formulation. Moreover, design flexibility due to co-design led
to smaller CPU times compared to a fixed-design strategy. In
terms of performance, SP Co-Design produced the fastest and
the best overall design. To support the results in Table II, Fig. 4
shows joint-angle, joint-torque, and electrical-energy profiles
for the three tasks with the 2-link manipulator. In general,
the SP formulation found faster profiles (⇡ 50% overall time
reduction), which led to less energy expenditure. It is noted
how the sequential formulation reaches the lower torque limit
(-100 [N·m]) to complete the second task, which signals a
nonsmooth behavior compared to the SP results.

To further test scalability, the co-design problem was solved
for the manipulator performing the same three tasks but with
a varying number of links. A fixed total mass (5.84 [kg]
including links and motors) and total length (1 [m]) was im-
posed, matching the totals for the previous 2-link manipulator.
Mass and length were evenly distributed for each link, and
the joint angles for the second and third tasks were assigned
so that the links formed the upper half of a regular polygon.
Fig. 5 provides the computation time and the time per iteration
from the co-design problem solved using IPOPT and the SP
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Fig. 4. Two-link manipulator performing 3 consecutive tasks as depicted by
the drawings above the legend. The dotted lines mark the task-completion
time. The plots show: (top) joint angle and (middle) torque at second/elbow
joint, (bottom) total electrical energy required.
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Fig. 5. SP-framework Scalability: IPOPT CPU time and time per iteration
for an n-link robotic manipulator performing three load-transportation tasks.

framework. As a highlight, the 3-task co-design problem for a
16-DoF manipulator was solved at 2.02 seconds per iteration,
while using the sequential formulation, the co-design problem
could not be solved with more than 3 links. The results in
Fig. 5 support future use of SP for co-design of systems such
as industrial manipulators (⇡7 DoFs) or quadruped robots
(⇡12 actuated DoFs). For comparison, the state of the art
reports co-design implementations [3] for a single task with a
3-DoF manipulator and a quadruped (14 DoFs) with iteration
times of 1.5 and 32.1 seconds respectively.

TABLE II
CO-DESIGN RESULTS FOR LOAD TRANSPORTATION TASKS WITH A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR.

Problem

Morphology Motion-Control IPOPT

Gear Ratios Max. Torque [N·m] Variables CPU Time [s] Non-Weighted Cost

N1 N2 ⌧1 ⌧2 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Sequential Co-Design 3 Tasks 13.20 6.56 86.94 100.00 12,789 121.65 12,818.05 9,473.56 11,357.74
SP Fixed Design 3 Tasks 15.44 17.36 86.00 9.28 13,211 136.63 733.53 238.14 631.71

SP Co-Design 3 Tasks 12.77 9.45 45.03 9.89 13,217 26.30 742.36 173.35 441.32
Weighted Avg. Cost

SP Co-Design 64 Tasks 15.78 10.23 21.23 32.27 301,762 4,738.58 638.98
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⌧n
<latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="8yWPxzuTNmdjR6dFY1R9jF5U4OQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HXqVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4tz5+TCKiMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmFgW2M6I4MateLv7n9VMMb/xMqCRFrthyUZhKgjHJfycjoTlDObOEMi3srYRNqKYMbUJ5CN7qy+ukc1X33Lr3cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESPGhAE+6hBW1gMIVneIU3J3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MHf0mPAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8yWPxzuTNmdjR6dFY1R9jF5U4OQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HXqVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4tz5+TCKiMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmFgW2M6I4MateLv7n9VMMb/xMqCRFrthyUZhKgjHJfycjoTlDObOEMi3srYRNqKYMbUJ5CN7qy+ukc1X33Lr3cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESPGhAE+6hBW1gMIVneIU3J3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MHf0mPAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8yWPxzuTNmdjR6dFY1R9jF5U4OQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HXqVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4tz5+TCKiMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmFgW2M6I4MateLv7n9VMMb/xMqCRFrthyUZhKgjHJfycjoTlDObOEMi3srYRNqKYMbUJ5CN7qy+ukc1X33Lr3cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESPGhAE+6hBW1gMIVneIU3J3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MHf0mPAA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8yWPxzuTNmdjR6dFY1R9jF5U4OQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HXqVYbXm1t0FyDrxClKDAq1h9WswilkacYVMUmP6npugn1GNgkk+rwxSwxPKpnTM+5YqGnHjZ4tz5+TCKiMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmFgW2M6I4MateLv7n9VMMb/xMqCRFrthyUZhKgjHJfycjoTlDObOEMi3srYRNqKYMbUJ5CN7qy+ukc1X33Lr3cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESPGhAE+6hBW1gMIVneIU3J3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MHf0mPAA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BGBqBDuYWyqCfckacgdApbXuXyI=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2md7nffeLaiFg94izhfkTHSoSCUbRSd4A0HarKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs8W5c3JhlREJY21LIVmovycyGhkziwLbGVGcmFUvF//z+imGN34mVJIiV2y5KEwlwZjkv5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNqE8BG/15XXSuap7bt17uK41b4s4ynAG53AJHjSgCffQgjYwmMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWwtOcXMKfyB8/kD2/qPPQ==</latexit>
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